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Impact on our society

Very negative Very positive

Impact on our daily life

Very negative Very positive

In a world of super intelligence, 
SuperHumans are the greatest risk 
to humanity, not SuperComputers.

Computers and Humans are on parallel track to a 
“Super” status. AI is extending computers’ abilities to be 
able soon to cope with highly complex cognitive tasks. 
At the same time a new breed of technologies is 
moving fast forward to extend humans’ physical and 
mental limitations. We might be only a few decades 
away from a unique dual point of singularity, when 
both computers and humans will have broken away 
from their current states. Sounds explicitly negative. 
“Super” anything looks dangerous.
With super capacities comes super responsibilities. 
The responsibility for SuperComputers to protect us 
from ourselves, to control or nudge our actions when 
we are failing to be logical or meaningful. The 
responsibility for SuperHumans to design and build for 
good, to ease our life and protect the world where we 
live. 
We are the one building both those two potential new 
species. This gives us today the responsibility to decide 
if we want them to be SuperMe, individual clones 
taking decisions the way each of us would have, or 
SuperUs taking decision on behalf of each of us for the 
benefit of all

What future are we
shaping with technology?

Without being SuperHu-
mans, "nowaday" Humans 
already are the greatest 
risk for humanity and 
earth…

Justine - Luxembourg

Depends if SuperHumans are used 
for society’s benefits or not...

Solen - France

Devotopias survey was lead by Devoteam from October, 21st 
2019  to December, 18th 2019. 900 people responded on an 
international scope - mainly European - including 69% of 
Devoteam employees, 66% men and 34% women.


